WARREN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
The Warren Astronomical Society is a local, non-profit organization of amateur astronomers. The Society holds meetings on the first
and third Thursdays of each month, starting at 7:30 P.M., as follows:
1st. Thursday
Cranbrook Institute of Science
500 Lone Pine Rd.
Bloomfield Hills, MI

3rd. Thursday
Macomb County Community College
South Campus
Building B, Room 21b
14500 Twelve Mile Rd.
Warren, MI

Membership is open to those interested in astronomy and its related fields. Dues are as follows:
Student ..........$8 College .......... $12 Senior Citizen .............$12 Individual ............. $17 Family ......... $22
Sky and Telescope Magazine is available for $14.50 per year, and Astronomy Magazine for $12.00 per year. Send membership
applications and dues to the Treasurer, for faster service.
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STARGATE OBSERVATORY
Observatory Chairman: Riyad Matti / 548-7511
Stargate Observatory is owned and operated by the Warren Astronomical Society in conjunction with Rotary International. Located on
the grounds of Camp Rotary, Stargate features a 12.5 inch club-built Cassegrain telescope under an aluminum dome. The Observatory
is open to all members of the club in accordance with ‘THE STARGATE OBSERVATORY CODE OF CONDUCT’. Those wishing to use
the observatory must call by 7:00 P.M. on the evening of the observing session. Lectures are given at Stargate Observatory each
weekend. The lecture will be either Friday or Saturday night, depending on the weather and the lecturer's personal schedule.
LECTURER’S LIST
Lecturers should check with Camp Rotary to determine whether the Scouts are staying at the camp and to inform the Ranger the day
and time of the lecture. If you cannot lecture on your scheduled weekend, please make arrangements to switch weekends with another
lecturer or call the Chairman as early as possible. The lecturers for the coming weekends are:
Oct.
Nov.

17/18
24/25
0/1
7/8

Russ Patten .......................... 288-0799
Mike Bennett ......................... 651-7991
Ken Kelly............................... 839-7250
Clyde Burdette ...................... 747-3295

Nov.

Dec.

14/15
21/22
28/29
5/6

Frank McCullough ............. 683-4082
Alan Rothenberg ............... 355-5844
Ken Strom ......................... 977-9489
Jon Root ............................ 464-7908

Oct. 25 -

Lunar & Planetary Group Observing at
Camp Rotary, 8:00 P.M.

Nov. 6

-

Meeting at Cranbrook Institute of
Science, 7:30 P.M.

Nov. 20

-

General Meeting at Macomb Community
College, 7:30 P.M., Bldg. B, Room 216.
Jeff Thrush will give a talk on Astro-photography with Hypered 2415 film.

Dec. 4

-

Meeting at Cranbrook Institute of
Science, 7:30 P.M.

Dec. 11

-

Dec. 30

-

Christmas Banquet – Marinelli’s

Jan. 2 - Toronto Field Trip
See Flyer for Details.

MINUTES OF WARREN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY MEETING HELD Sept. 18, 1986

The business meeting started at 7:50 P.M.
TREASURER'S REPORT - The report for Aug. - Sept. was given. For Astronomy Magazine renewals, pay
Alice Strom $14.00. You will NOT GET discount if you pay direct.
Observatory report - A Manual declination slow motion cable has been installed on the 12 inch scope. This
alleviates the Declination slow motion problem. The mirrors were realuminized, but the diagonal was
not done properly. The telescope has still not been raised, but the part is being made.
The First Vice President reported that there is a folding library at Cranbrook which could be adapted for our
Library. There will be a Field Trip to Toronto on New Year's Eve. We will leave on Dec. 30 and return
on Jan. 2, traveling by train, like we did last year. A sign-up sheet is being passed around. See Alan
Rothenberg for details.
The President appointed Ken Kelly to be the nominations committee.
NOMINATIONS Committee - Nominations for Officers for 1987.
President
First V.P.

- Alan Rothenberg
- Ken Strom
Tim Salusky (nominated at Cranbrook)
Second V.P. - Riyad Matti
Russ Patten
Treasurer
- Russ Patten
Secretary
- Alice Strom
The Astrophotography Group will meet on Oct. 11 at Doug Bock’s house.
The Business Meeting Adjourned at 8:40 P.M.
Respectfully Submitted
Kenneth Kelly, Secretary

NOVA / Supernova Patrol

This is an open invitation to WAS members to participate in an ongoing
Program to search the Milky Way, Messier and NGC galaxies for novae
and supernovae.
If you have access to a 6-10 inch telescope, and/or binoculars, maybe
wanting to do some astrophotography, and are ready and willing to learn
new skills in amateur astronomy, this just might be the challenge you’ve
been waiting for to come along. If there is a sufficient interest among our
members to engage in a genuine amateur astronomy project, we will
advise the AAVSO Nova/Supernova Search Committee of our intent to
proceed.
The WAS is fortunate to have many fine and varied talents, all of them
making definite contributions toward our many successes. To participate
in a project of this scope is the very essence of what amateur astronomy
is all about.
If you’d like to get involved, regardless of previous experience or
equipment, let us hear from you soon!
To sign up or receive more information, write or call:
Clyde Burdette
5351 Bart Drive
New Haven, Michigan 48048
313/749-3295
10-2 weekdays, 10-10 weekends
Author’s note: We’ve already received some information from AAVSO,
enough for us to start getting organized. The next 2 pages of this
month’s WASP include information about the program.
Clyde G. Burdette, Jr.
Warren Astronomical Society

VARIABLE STAR NOTES
By Janet Akyuz Mattei, Director
The American Association of Variable Star Observers
Cambridge, Mass.
Page 1
AAVSO NOVA SEARCH COMMITTEE
The Nova Search committee of the AAVSO was established in the early 1930’s
with the belief that a serious stargazer can render valuable contributions to
astronomy with a systematized search and discovery of novae in the Milky Way. To
accomplish this visual scanning, those regions in our galaxy where it is most likely to
observe naked eye novae have been divided into areas. Each areas is 10 degrees in
declination and about 1 hour in right ascension. The following figure shows the 230’
areas under the search of the observers. Recently added regions are indicated by a
letter accompanying the number. An observer who is interested in searching for
novae is assigned specific areas. Once he has searched these, he can then go to other
areas; this way a thorough coverage of the sky is obtained.
The standard equipment for the AAVSO Nova Search is a good atlas, preferably
the field edition of Skalnate Pleso Atlas, and a pair of 7X50 binoculars. The standard
procedure is to locate the areas to be searched on the atlas and to duplicate them,
usually by placing a piece of tracing paper over the specific area, including one degree
outside the boundaries, and tracing the star image in pencil: then to check those
tracings against the sky and to adjust the size of the star images depending on how
they appear through the binoculars, and to make corrections if necessary; finally, to
verify again these tracings against the sky. Once these steps are accomplished the
tracings then become the master maps which the observer uses in his search for
novae.
Alongside the specific area, an observer can also add a ‘dome search’ to his
program. This is a naked eye scan of the whole visible sky. This particular segment of
the program was instituted to catch a bright nova among the main stars of the
constellations. The dome searcher needs to familiarize himself with the ever-changing
sky-the location of the bright stars, variables and planets. It is advisable that he carry
his dome search down to 3rd magnitude stars-about 140 of them at any one time-in
each hemisphere. To make certain of the identification, the observer should have a
good star atlas for reference, such as the one issued by the AAVSO.
R.A.S.C. Jour., Vol. 58, No. 6
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AAVSO NOVA SEARCH COMMITTEE
At the end of each observing month the observers report the dome and the areas
searched and the lowest magnitudes checked to the Chairman on special report forms.
These magnitudes are not the limiting magnitudes one can see. The report forms are
obtainable from the Chairman or the AAVSO Headquarters.
Should an observer discover a nova, he then will call the 'verifier' assigned to
him. The verifiers are those experienced observers who have access to materials
needed to verify an observation to be either a discovery or an error. Should it be a
discovery or a very strong suspicion, the AAVSO Director is then contacted
immediately and upon confirming the discovery gets in touch with Smithsonian
Observatory to report it for publication in the International Astronomical Union
Circular, giving complete credit to its discoverer is the only member who has
discovered a nova-Nova Puppis in 1942.
Two years ago, a supernova search was added to the program of the Committee.
The purpose is to discover supernovae in deep sky objects. Presently all galaxies in A.
Becvar’s Atlas of the Heavens are in the program. Standard equipment for this search
is a telescope capable of ‘seeing’ 13th magnitude and a copy of Hubble’s Atlas of the
Galaxies, for reference. For the time being, working charts of those galaxies and the
nearby foreground stars are sketched by the observers. It is the aim of the program to
have standard charts prepared from the 22 inch Matsutov telescope at Stamford
Observatory in Connecticut by C. Scovil, an active member of the AAVSO Chart
Committee. Supernova search observations are reported, similar to nova search
reports, to the Chairman of the Committee. In order to accomplish the aims of both
programs many observers are needed. All those interested in the search for novae or
supernovae are invited to write for information to the Chairman of the AAVSO Nova
Search Committee or the AAVSO Headquarters.
R.A.S.C. JOUR., Vol. 68, No. 8
Rev. Kenneth C. Beckkman
Chairman of the AAVSO
Nova Search Committee
111 W. College Street
Hagerstown, Indiana 47346

SHUTTLE ORBITER WASTE COLLECTION SYSTEM
The Waste Collection System (WCS) of the Space Shuttle Orbiter is an
integrated system designed to process and store liquid and solid wastes. The
WCS (toilet) is used essentially the same way an earth (1-G) system is used
although the facility itself functions with air suction rather than gravity to
carry wastes away. The general operations performed by the WCS are the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Collecting, storing, and drying fecal wastes, associated toilet paper,
and emesis-filled bags;
Processing wash water from the personal hygiene station;
Processing urine;
Transferring the collected fluids to the waste storage tanks in the
waste management system; and
Venting air and vapors from the wet trash container and storage
compartments.

The WCS is designed to accommodate both male and female
crewmembers. In consists of a commode assembly, urinal assembly,
instrumentation, interconnecting plumbing, mounting framework and
supports, and restraints. This equipment is located in a 74 centimeter-wide
compartment on the Orbiter’s mid deck immediately aft of the side entry
hatch. A Velcro-attached curtain is used for privacy.
The urine collection system of the WCS separates air from the air/urine
mixture (phase separator) and recycles the air through a carbon odor/bacteria
filter into the cabin air. The liquid waste is then deposited in a liquid waste
storage tank.
The fecal collection system (“slinger”) operates in a manner similar to a
kitchen-sink disposal except that air flow carries the wastes to a shredder unit.
Fecal matter and sanitary tissue are shredded by tines and thrown to the sides
of a cylindrical storage tank. When the unit is closed down, the tank is opened
to space vacuum and the waste dries in a matter of a few hours.
To use the WCS facility, a crewmember sits down on the contoured
commode seat. Foot restraints are adjusted to leg length. A waist restraint
(seat belt) is pulled across the lap and attached.
To begin operation, a switch, on a small control panel to the lower right,
is turned on. This switch activates the phase separator for the urinal. The
airflow rate is 8 cubic feet per minute. To adjust the rectangular funnel of the

urinal, a groove and rail device permits sliding the funnel forward or back. The
funnel may also be removed from the rail for stand-up use.
For fecal disposal, the commode operating handle is pulled up,
pressurizing the commode and starting the slinger motor. After a 20 second
wait and after body adjustments to assure proper seal, the handle is moved
forward. This opens a sliding panel to the “slinger” permitting crewmember
use. The handle looks like a floor stick shift of an automobile.
STS-3 Problems with the WCS
On the STS-3 flight, the feces collection portion of the WCS became
jammed in the high-speed mode. Emesis-filled bags were dropped into the
slinger and jammed the unit. Disposal of bags will now be handled by the wet
waste storage container, eliminating the problem of future flights.
Another problem of using the SCS had to do with proper alignment of the
crew member and the opening in the commode seat. The hole in the seat is
only 4 inches in diameter. Improper alignment of the crewmember can result
in wastes being “hung up.”
To assist future crew members in using the WCS, a special training
facility has been established. A two-seater WCS has been installed in the crew
training facility. The WCS on the right, as you enter, is a mock-up and the one
on the left is an operational unit. A vacuum pump provides “space vacuum”
for the operational unit.
To practice alignment, the crewmember sits on the mock-up (WCS
“Positional Trainer”) and flips a switch. The switch activates an uplooking
color television camera inside the commode. A monitor in front of the
crewmember immediately reveals whether or not a “bull’s-eye” has been
achieved. With practice, the crewmember learns to tell proper positioning by
feel. After practicing, the crewmember transfers to the operational unit. As
further insurance of proper use, an aluminized Mylar “rear view” mirror is
positioned behind the commode to permit visual confirmation that the waste is
not hung up. Feel alone is not sufficient to make this determination. The WCS
Positional Trainer has been affectionately dubbed the “Moon Room.”
<mdr>

PART I: IN THE BEGINNING
By: Frank McCullough
The reason I was prompted to write this was because of the thoughtfulness shown to me at
the last meeting, which I am sorry to say, I could not attend.
I got to thinking of how much I enjoyed receiving the plaque, then reminisced how in the
hell I ever got started in such a fascinating hobby. So here is a biography on not so much the
person, but the thrills and excitement I found in the early part of my astronomy days.
It all started back in 8th grade about/9 years ago. I was not too swift when it came to school,
and I was flunking, of all things – science! My teacher, Mrs. Burns, who belonged to the W.A.S. (I
would not know this until 5 years later) set up an extra credit project. It was my only hope that I
make some “brownie points,” but what was she to ask of the “Faltering Frankie?” We just had to
get up at 5:30 a.m. to find the comet Ikea Seki and draw a few constellations that morning. The
morning came and I was chilled, just thinking I would have to get out of my warm bed, but
flunking sometimes has a tendency to start the adrenalin flowing. I tried to get my brother up and
he, needless to say, refused to go with me. But good old mother came through and made the little
brat come with me.
As we made our way to the shore of Lake St. Clair, my ears rang with the pre-dawn sounds
and the mad whimpering of my brother as he threatened to put an end to my life. On the bank we
finally sat thinking we would be attacked by someone or something. I gazed upward and looking at
the starry sky found the Big Dipper, then Cassiopeia which I knew only as “the W.” Orion was up
and it was the first constellation that I actually guessed properly its name. The sky was getting
bluer and the stars were fading. Where was this comet I was supposed to find? My brother and I
started to sing this goofy ---- song. We had made it up to the tune of “When the Saints Come
Marching In.” The words went as follows: “Ikea see, Ikea say, Idea Seki we love you. Oh how I wish
you’d pop above that horizon, Ikea Seki, where are you?” Still no comet. I really didn’t care though,
as long as I could convince my teacher I really tried to find it. My constellation sketches I just
copied out of my text. So I cheated a little bit but I got a “B” for my efforts.
The day before class ended Mrs. Burns remarked that for more extra credit her son would
set up a telescope on the tennis courts. This seemed much better than that early morning
nonsense. That evening I left for school and before leaving I told my brother he didn’t have to come
with me, for I was also hoping maybe I would meet one of the fine young ladies from my class.
(That was before I knew you, Judy).
There was a funny looking tube with a microscope lens on the side. The few kids that
showed up were looking through the end of the tube like a bunch of you-know-whats! I can
remember hearing him say, “Please don’t touch the scope.” Why, I thought, wasn’t it rigid or
sturdy? Everyone lined up to see what he said was Saturn. Each took their turn, some could not
see it, some said it was fuzzy, some said “o-o-o-o- neat.” Now my turn – it was unreal, sort of threedimensional, a little yellow ball with a ring around it. This was the real thing in miniature that I
had seen in books. I took a couple more peeks after that and actually was thrilled. That night I
walked home with my head skyward and a bright star moved slowly overhead. A satellite! We had
just talked about a possibility of seeing one. I ran as fast as I could when I got there, full of
excitement at the thought of my find and the thought of hopefully a little more extra credit. They
turned toward me and asked, “Did you see the satellite we found?” I said yes and went home.
All during that year I had a half interested eye on the night sky. I had seen a very bright red
star all the next summer, which aroused my curiosity, and asking my teacher she said she did not
know what I had been seeing, nor do I think she really cared.
I moved from St. Clair Shores to East Detroit where a couple of more years passed with no
furthering of my astronomical interest. I joined a science club and met a guy who shot rockets.
He’d put a small camera on his rocket and when the chute opened, it would snap an aerial

photograph. Rockets, what a neat hobby! He told me he had a telescope and took pictures of the
moon through it. He also said East Detroit High School had a 10” reflector on the roof. We climbed
a little ladder where he pointed the scope to a very bright star, which my friend said was Saturn.
The only thing we saw was a bright circular ball with a black hole in the center. We thought we had
found Uranus so we all headed for home. Needless to say this didn’t help stimulate my interest too
much, but the experience of being outdoors with friends and having a good time did. Please stay
with me.
The next day it was determined that the telescope did not focus properly. (But you
“smarties” probably guessed that already.) Not much happened after that except my reading of a
small article called “Star Time” in the Detroit News. Things like, “Jupiter is the bright star near the
moon tonight,” but then to go out and see it was exciting. My interest became a burning desire for
a telescope. During that year, I met a “tom-boy.”
She hated boys, but she liked me as long as we played baseball, football, 4-square, etc. She
was very kind enough to let me borrow her 3 x 20 opera glasses which got me much closer to the
stars and other things. (Hee! Hee! Hee! Hee!) Needless to say I didn’t do much serious observation
with those crummy little things, but the guys at Palomar would have rolled in their secondary if
they would have seen me on Friday nights. That’s really the only time I could use them for a long
period of time. So as I sat in the bleachers at our high school football games with lights saturating
everything, I would gaze skyward for a glimpse of a bright star.
1968 came into being and I knew if I was to buy a scope I would have to have a job. My first
job was at a pizza parlor for $.75 an hour. I worked after school after month trying to get enough
money for my first telescope that was $79.50 and would give me 220 power! I hit $50.00 and it was
getting close to Christmas. When that jerk (my boss) at the pizza parlor asked me each time he
paid me my $18.00 a week for 6 days, “What are going to do with all this money I'm paying you?", I
should have hit him with my pepperoni. But instead I burned too many pizzas and they laid me off,
and kept my brother. I got to $64.00. My dad checked the Wards catalogue and said, "Son,” (that's
what my dad used to call me - he always was kind of astronomical. He'd say, "Frank, you're so
bright, I'll call you “SUNNY.”) “you might as well go all the way and get the biggest scope there is,
the TASCO 4 1/2” 11Te reflector." My dad threw the rest of the money in and ordered from Wards
the telescope which sold for $89.95. (8 years later, $251.00). Needless to say I had sleepless nights
just knowing I would have maybe (as I told my mom) the 5th largest telescope in all of Michigan.
I remember picking up the scope with my dad - what a thrill! I was not allowed to open it
until Christmas Eve. Christmas Eve came and looking inside I examined this complex piece of
equipment. It scared me just to think of touching it. It looked like a miniature hot water tank.
Christmas Eve was a dud, though. It was snowing out and even if it were clear, it would take me all
night long to get up enough nerve to assemble it. My eagerness was revived, but the weather stayed
bad for another three days. Do you know what it's like only having that one memory of seeing
Saturn nearly 3 years before! Now I was ready to ravage the heavens with my scope, the Moon,
Mars, Nebulae, Galaxies, and the Universe!
Finally on the fourth night the weather cleared, the moon was full and spread a bluish hue
over the observational, sight. The scope was ready - the finder scope I hoped was accurately aligned
since I aimed it at a picture, and the tube was roughly along the same plane. The moon popped in
my 7 x 8 finder. It looked beautiful but small. Now for the eyepiece. No moon! I kept scanning,
pushing the scope, moving it ever so delicately. Just a white glow. Panic! My scope is broken! I've
waited so long. My mother hollered, "Frank, time for supper," I won't tell you what I hollered back.
I was crushed. I went in and tried to eat, but my scope took my appetite away.
I went outside 20 minutes later to find a cloud cover over my sky. There were a few flakes
falling and so as not to damage my scope any more than it had already appeared to be damaged, I
moved it on the front porch with the awning hanging over it while I stood in 4 inches of snow, I
watched the moon pop in and out of the clouds so I pointed skyward again. The moon appeared in

the finder. I prayed for the scope to work and in the eyepiece the bright glow appeared again. I
pushed the scope again and Wham! The moon and Tycho's belly button hit me right in the eye!
Beautiful! Colossal! Fantastic! Stupendous! I had never seen the moon before. I trembled with
excitement. The clouds dimmed it, and then uncovered it.
The clouds raced right along with my emotions. I called my mother, my brother, and my
sister, "My scope works!" I cried. (I was really a dumb beginner). I got a beer case and dragged
mother out in her slippers and robe. She was not always very emotional, but I remember the light
falling on her pupil as I watched for some expression from her. She said, " 0-o-o-o that's nice,"
paused for 10 seconds and remarked, "but it's too damn cold to stand out here!" The clouds soon
covered the moon for good, but what a nice feeling to take inside with me.
The moon never has looked the same since that night. It had a special appearance to it Grey, cold, and exciting as the clouds raced across. A dream came true!
… Next month: Part II,
First objects for my scope, meeting of a friend, I joined an
astronomy club.
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